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PREFACE
Tlie work parouant to tliis investigation !*as done in the Physics
Laboratory of the U. S. Naval Postep:"adaate School, Monterey, California,
in the Spring of 195U for the purpose of lending assistance to the re-
search studies of Dr. Clayton,
The xTriter i^rishes to thank Ms advisor, I>. P.oderick K. Clayton,
for his suggestions, encouragement, and editorial advice j his absorbing
interest in the Rhodospirillum rubrum and the problems attendant to tlie
study of their metabolic behaviour provided a source of inspiration.
Appreciation is due Professor Sidney H. Kaliribach for liis encou.rage-
ment, to Dr. Hardin B. Jones of the University of California for con-
senting to be the "second reader" of this paper, to llr. I'dlton K. Andrews,
die Robert C. Moellcr, and !ir. Thomas Burson for tlieir aid in obtaining
necessary equipment, and to Vts. lee Thome and Irs, Jerre' Ramlow for
their help in preparing the manuscript.
Tlie writer vdshes to thank his wife, Jean, for her material assist-
ance vo-th tliis thesis, but whose patience and tolerance played an even
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Rhodospirillum rubrum, a bacterium which is illustrated in the
electron micro-photograph on the frontispiece, is a member of Class
Schizoraycetes, Or-!er Fubacteriales, Suborder Rhodobacteriineae, Fam-
ily Athiorhodaceae (1)*. These bacteria are lophotricate , rigid,
spiral, non-spore forming, and gram-negative micro-organisms. In the
absence of light Rh. rubrum are heterotrophic aerobes, but in the
presence of sufficient illumination are photosynthetic anaerobes;
it is this characteristic which forms the basis for their study,
as will be discussed in some detail subsequently. These bacteria
have the ability to grow in a wide variety of media, often exhibit-
ing striking morphological variations (for the same strain) attribu-
table to environmental conditions, with a three-fold variation in
width (0.5 to 1.5 microns) and even more pronounced variations in
length (from 2 to 50 microns); indeed" in the same cultures there
are considerable differences among individual bacteria, probably
due to changes in the medium with progressive development of the
mocro-organisms ( 2)
.
Rhodospirilliira rubrum are commonly referred to as purple bac-
teria, but, like their moroholog-/, their color is environment de-
pendent, ranging from dark purple to pink; aerobic development in-
hibits their pigment production.
The optimum temperature for their growth ranges between 30
and 37^0.; the pH of the culture medium may vary from 6.0 to 8.5,
with somp inhibition of growth occurring in the most acid medium (2),
*This classification varies somewhat among microbiologists.
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It has been shown that these bacteria require d-glutamic acid, d-argin-
ine, cystine, and biotin for growth in a chemically defined medium (3).
Rh, rubrum apparently do not produce proteolytic enzymes j at least,
gelatin is not liquified by any of the strains and it can be demonstrated
that the ammonium salts in the medium constitute the main nitrogen
source (2).
The Family Athiordaceae are widespread in nature, being present in
the muds and surface water of nearly all fresh water bodies, particularly
in stagnant pools j they are sometimes grown from sand and soil samples,
but their natural environment seems to be an aqueous one ( 2) . They are
of no economic interest at present (U)»
The immediate purpose of the investigation is implicit in the
title of this paper, with the work being done as a component of Dr. R.
K. Clayton's studies on the metabolic rates of the Rh. rubrum under a
variety of light intensities and oxygen concentrations (most of which
can and has been done by employing the Warburg Gas Analysis technique*)
.
Before stating the underlying motivation, however, it would be well
to review some of the unique characteristics of Rb. rubrum and other
background material.
It has been more than one hundred and twenty five years since the
German chemist V/dfhler invalidated the "vital force" theory by his syn-
thesis of the living cell product, urea, from the inorganic ammonium
cyanate (5)**. It may well be ~ and it is so expected — that one
hundred and twenty-five years hence much of the mystery surrounding
life processes will also be stripped away, as was the belief of
Wflhler's day that only living cells could produce "organic" materials.
Today one of the least understood properties of the living cell is
See Appendix A
** See also any elementary organic chemistry text
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irritability (response to stimulus). The attack on this field has
been launched from many fronts; physiolof^iata, psychologists, phy-
sicists, chemists, biologists, philosoohers, and others are con-
cerning themselves with this problem.
It may be argued that already it has been demonstrated that
irritability is not peculiar to a living cell. Ceirtainly a Geiger
counter is "irritable"; it responds to a stimulus (an ionizing
event), its response is "all-or-none", it has a refractory period
(dead time), and it may even be said to exhibit the phenomenon of
tetany (when ionizing events are occurring so raoidly that the mech-
anical counter is jammed, or when the voltage across the counter is
raised to the area of continuous discharge). Possibly even more
striking is Dr. Ralph Lillie's iron-wire model of a nerve, discussed
in physiology texts (6), which exhibits an all-or-none response to
both mechanical and electrical stimuli, and the phenomena of action
potential, refractory period, and electro-tonus.
Yet, analogous as these non-living systems are to the living,
the analogies quickly break down on extension; so we have in no way
duplicated the irritability of the living cell, but merely imitated
it. More to the point, we have gained no insight as to how the cell
responds, or to the detailed nature of the phenomenon of irritability.
Turning our attention now to the Rh. rubrum, their ability to
adapt either to an aerobic or anaerobic metabolism holds considerable
promise as an approach to an understanding of the sensitivity peculiar
to living systems
e
Van Niel (7) gives us an insight into this in his comparison of

the photosynthftic and chPnosynthetic ;;irocciJScs, The evidence is now
conclusive that in ahotos'-nthesis in green plants it is the water,
and not the COp, which is broken down to fonn Op. In bacterial Photo-
synthesis, however, no oxygen is formed. We assuuie that in bactf^rial







The reducing fragment brings about the reduction of carbon dioxide to
cell materials, i.e., CO^-^—?»(CH20) where (CHpO) merely represents,
after the convention adopted by van Niel (7) and others, the reduction
product of CO2, "in general, 'organic matter'," The oxidizing frag-
ment, however, must be removed from the reaction vicinity; failure to
do so vrill result in stoppinj; thr' reactions, probably by some means
such as poisoninj the bacterial photosynthctlc pigment or the enzyme
involved, or through the occurrence of a back reaction with the re-
*
ducing fragment.
It appears that the last steps are also mediated by some enzyme










Here E is generic for enzyme systert:, with 1^" referring to the system
responsible for acting as the hydrof:en donor in reducing th*" oxidiz-
ing fragiaent and as th© hydrogen acceptor in oxidizing the substrate;
E' indicates the enz^nne srrsten: responsible for thp reduction of COp,
but which is first reduced itself by the reducing fragment [r] from
the v/ater. (In green plant Dhotosynthesis, the enzyme corresponding
to E" can evolve oxygen and reform itself in the reduced state E'^Hp.)
HpA. is the substrate and serves as the hydrogen donor.
Now, in the absence of li.-^ht, Rh. rubruj^i are able to carry out a
typically oxidative metabolism. From the work of Blacknan and Matthaei
(demonstrating "that photosynthesis is the net result of a combination
of photochemical ('light') and non-photochemical ('dark') reactions")
and the comparison of the photosynthetic and oxidative equations for

the bacterial utilization of the same org.tnic substrate, van Niel (7)
concludes that the "def^radation of the oxidizable substrate, whether
in photosynthesis or in dark metabolism, must be accomplished by the
same enzyine systems." Accepting this, then, and diagramming a scheme
similar to the one shown for ohotosynthesis, we have for oxidative
metabolism, where E" and K' are identical with those enzyme systems
previously identified.
(CK^O)
In this instance the molecular oxygen serves to oxidize E"Hp to E",
which in turn serves to oxidize the substrate Hq^* This oxidation
of the substrate serves as a source of energy (in place of h«/ in
photosynthesis) which can be utilized to reduce the CO2 to cell
materials. It must be admitted that this is to some degree specu-
lative, but the evidence indicates that the mechanism, if not act-
ually the one pictured, is at least very similar to it.
It is to be noted that, insofar as utilization of the substrate
is concerned, the photosynthetic metabolic path can be twice as
i
efficient in the production of cell materials. In the scheme we have
represented, for photosynthesis one mole of COp is reduced (and as-
similated) per mole of substrate oxidized, while for the oxidate route
one mole of COp is reduced (and assimilated) per two moles of substrate
oxidized. The importance of this will be discussed subsequently.
Giving attention now to the tactic behaviour of Rh. rubrum: It
has long been known that these bacteria exhibit a positive photo-
taxis; i.e., that they congregate in a spot of light. Clayton (8)
describes this phototactic response as "a reversal of swimming di-
rection evoked bv an abrupt decrease in the intensity of the light
impinging on the bacterium", and credits Molisch with having observed
the phenomenon of accomodation in this response; i.e., "the effect-
iveness of a decrease in illumination in evoking a response becomes
greater as the decrease is made more abrupt".
Not so easily observed is the aerotactic behaviour. In the dark
the bacteria show a positive aerotaxis by gathering in areas of high
oxygen concentration just as they gather in areas of high light inten-
sity; as they start to swim out of the area of high oxygen concen-
tration (in the dark) they reverse their swimming direction and re-
turn. In the li.-^ht, however, the response is just the opposite. They
>
avoid areas of high oxygen concentration by reversing their swimming
direction as they enter the area of increasing oxygen. Thus they
show a positive phototaxis, a positive aerotaxis in the dark, and a
negative aerotaxis in the light.
Since the pigments determine the wave length of the light ab-
sorbed, and this in turn determines the energy per mole-quantum re-
ceived by the (photosynthesizing) organism, it is appropriate to give

somrs attoriitinn to th^ bacteria!^ pircments o! Rh. rubram. T'i'"r<" ar*^ two
principal groups of bact<^rial pigments i (a) Those whose structure is
related to chlorophyll (bacteriochlorophyll), one such substance hav-





and (b) those whose stn^ctures classify thera as carotenoid pi'^ents.
Clayton (3) found for bacteriochlorophyll in the intact cells "a
pronounced absorption maxima at Sy? m// and sinaller maxima and 300
and 590 nu< ". The major carotenoid pigment in Rh, Rubrum is spiril-
loxanthin, ClqH^^O-i (9), with absorption maxima at ca. 5^0, ^10, and
U80 xau in the intact cells (where, as with bacteriochlorophyll, the

carotenoids are conjugated with protein). The absorption spectra of
the intact cells do not show the maxima in the blue and gre^for the
scare nr carotenoids since th^se ari^ "masked by the maxima of the pre-
ponderant spirilloxanthin and by the effect of strong scattering" (3),
In tabulating the maxima in absorption spectra and in action
spectra for photosynthesis and ohototaxis of thp Rh. rabrum, Clayton
(8) showpd that there were areas of disagreement among previous in-
vestigators, except for the photosynthetic and phototactic effective-
ness peaks at the bactpriochlorophyll absorption maxima.
In view of the discordance mentioned, Clayton (3) re-examined
the phototactic action spectrum using monochromatic light of greater
spectral purity and also re-investigated the photosynthetic growth
of Rh. rubrum in light absorbed solely by the carotenoid pigments,
here using a light of greater intensity than that previously em-
ployed. In the latter instance it was found that the light of the
wave lengths absorbed "is as effective for growth as it is for photo-
taxis, when compared to with the light absorbed by chlorophyll" (8),
In the re-examinatioji of the phototactic action spectrum, the
over-all result indicated that in general the maxima in the absorp-
tion spectrum correspond to maxima in the action spectra of both
phototaxis and photosynthesis; exceptions which occur can be justi-
fiably attributed to masking; i.e., it is indicated that although
spirilloxanthin is phototactically active, one of the relatively
scarce carotenoid pigments is considerably more active in proportion
to its concentration in the bacteria, thus resulting in a masking of
the scarcer carotenoid in the absorption spectrum and some masking of
the phototactic action of the spirilloxanthin in the action spectrum.

To suiTCTarize, it is strongly indicated that there is a corres-
pondence b'^tween absorntion, photosynthetic activity, and phototactic
response throuf_;hout the spectmin.
Based orincipally on the forer^oing considerations, Manten (10)
has hypothesized that a decrease in the rate of photosynthetic metabo-
lism in the Rh, rubrom is responsible for a phototactic response.
Clayton's (11) subsequent investigations have supported this hypothesis;
he points out that, since accommodation is a characteristic of photo-
taxis, it is not likely that the "phototactic response depends simply
uonn a certain change in the 'steady state' rate of photosynthesis".
This accommodation is explained bv supposing; that the phototactic re-
s >onse depends not "simply uoon a ~ change in the 'steady state'
rate of photosvnthesis" but rather "is associated with a transient
disturbance in the photosynthetic orocess, and that this transient
fluctuation must reach some threshold magnitude to evoke a response".
Further, that "such a transient effect can occur at light intensities
higher than that which corresponds to saturation for photosynthesis,
as basrd on measurements of the steady rate", Manten 's hypothesis
thus interpreted " - - does not require that saturating light inten-
sities for phototaxis and for photosynthesis be equal" (11),
It was found, on investigating the saturation intensities for
photosynthesis and phototaxis, that the saturation intensity for
phototaxis is either "roughly equal to or much greater than that for
photosynthesis", which supports the explanation of accommodation
given earlier. Additionally, "that the saturating intensity for photo-
taxis is influenced markedly by the nature of the substrate which
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serves for photosynthesis" (11) lending further support to the prordse
of close relationship betv/een photosynthesis and phototaxis.
With the preceding paragraphs in roind, it may be seen that there
is evidence that llanten's hypothesis can be extended to include meta-
bolic rate as a whole (oxidative plus photosynthetic ) and all tactic
responses (to light, to oxygen, etc.). This "T^anten-Clayton" hypothe-
sis would state that all tactic responses in Rli, rubrum are associated
with a decrease in netabolic rate.
Finally, to fonmilate that at which vre have previously hinted:
The purpose of this whole pattern of investigations has been to gain a
better understanding of the underlying processes in !Living cell irrit-
ability. It nay be argued that, though an insight into the irritabil-
ity of these rdLcro-organisms might be forthcoming, this is no more
reason for believing that from such a basis the ph^'^siological nerve
fiber action, say, can be explained any more satisfactorily Vaan by
Lillie's iron-wire model to which reference was made earlier (let it
be noted that there is no intention here to discoiint the value of such
a model in arriving at a mechanistic understanding of irritability)
.
This contention is not without some validity, but hardly constitutes a
serious argument insofar as the possible v;orth of the investigations
are concerned. First, in common with other living (and 4-" part, cor-
tain non-living) irritable systems, Rli. rubrum exhibit the following:
All-or-none response, refractory period, accomodation, summation,
rythmici-ty, (12) (13) and to some degree V/eber Law adherence (6),
Second, the physiological pathwajrs of the responses in the
Rhodospirillum rubrum will have certain
iSee Appendix E (Glossary)
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homologous as well as analogous relationships to the responses in
other living tissue. At least, the responses of these micro-organ-
isms are in no sense artificial, and it will doubtless be possible
to test for homologies in other living systems,
liovi, frora what has been said about the photosynthetic and oxidat-
ive metabolic pathways, the phototactic and the aerotactic responses^
and the similarity of the action spectra of phototaxis and photosynthesis
in Kh. rubruin, a raeans for integration of all this into a method for
accomplishing the previously mentioned poirpose can be proposed. It is
supposed that, when there occurs a decrease in the metabolic rate of
the Ith, rubrum, there is a transient accumulation of some intermediary
(in the metabolic path) Tvhich acts as a trigger for subsequent reactions
which lead to a tactic response. By determining through which branch L
(the oxiduative or the reductive) of the metabolic jpatliway the tactic
response is mediated, i.e., in vrhich branch the intormediate — if such
there be ~ builds up, there will be obtained an insight as to \jhat
chemical processes are important for the tactic response, and these can
be studied further; possibly even the triggering intermediate (or the
taxis initiator, whatever it be) can be identified. Therefore, the
first stop id?ll be to locate the "taxis trigger" in one or the other of
the two branch processes, i.e., the oxidation of the substrate (as a
source of energy and CO ) or the reduction of the CO (to cell material).
Recalling the comparison made of the (possible) difference between the
efficiency of photosynthetic and oxidative metabolism in substrate
utilization (conversion of CO into cell materials), we obtain a clue
to hox^' this may be accomplished. First, it will be necessary to dbservB
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the phototactic and aerotactic responses under differf-nt lir,ht in-
tensitifts and in varyins^ concentrations of air; second, to deter-
mine the rate of substrate decomposition (not to be confused with
substrate utilization by incorporation into cell materials) and of
caibon assimilation under these different light and air environments.
To see ho'-r the information thus obtained could be applied to let us
make a few assumotions (in suooort of which there is some exper-
imental evidence (lU) ) and follow a hypothetical set of data to its
logical conclusion.
To begin wit^:, let us suppose that the maximum attainable rate
of substrate deccmposition is the same for both photosynthetic and
oxidative metabolism. Next, let us chart the rate of substrate de-
composition versus the air concentration on a series of plots using
the light intensity as our variable parameter. In the total absence
of lii^ht, a curv© (the curve determined in this investigation) of the
type shown in Illustration I a is obtained, where the rate of substrate
decomposition increases steadily up to its maximum, i.e., up to the
point where the bacteria are receiving air as fast as they can uti-
lize it. Wh-re the intensity of illumination is such that the bacteria
in complete absence of air are metabolizing at a rate corresponding
to one-forth of the maximum, we obtain a curve as seen in Illustration
I b. Similarly, curves are obtained for intensities of illumination
corresponding to metabolic rates of one-half and three-fourths maximum,
respectively, as shown in Illustrations I c and I d. As we increase
the percent air available to the micro-organisms, some of the photo-
synthetic mi^tabolism is replaced by the oxidative, but by the time the
system (bacterial suspension) has been saturated with air, the maximum
13

I a I b
I c I d
I e I f
ILI,USTPJ.TI0n I
Abscissas: Per cent air concentration
Ordinates: Hate of substrate deconposition

met*bolic rate has been reach-d.
If, however, the incident illumination is of an intensity such
that evn in the absence of air the maximum rate of substrate decom-
position is attained, the plot consists of the line denoting the maxi-
mum rate all the way across, as seen in Illustration I e. The re-
sult of superimposing all these curves on one plot is shown in Illus-
tration I f
,
Turning our attention now to the carbon assimilation rate (rate
[h}
of CO2--- ^(CHpO) conversion), we will suppose ~ as was indicated
by comparison of the schemes presented earlier for photosynthetic and
oxidative metabolism, and for which there is (as yet) fragmentary evi-
dence (lU) — that when the Rh, rubrum are performing oxidative met-
abolism, one-half of the substrate is simply utilized as an energy
source and is otherwise wasted. In other words — to repeat— with
oxidative metabolism a mole of carbon is assimilated for every two
moles of substrate oxidized, and with photosynthesis a mole of carbon
is assimilated for every one mole of substrate oxidized. This means,
then, that if the maximum rates of substrate oxidation for both types
of metabolism are equal, the maximum rate of carbon assimilation would
. be twice as great with photosynthesis because, with respect to sub-
strate, it is twice as efficient. To illustrate this, let us chart
the rate of carbon assimilation versus the air concentration again
using light intensity as a variable oarameter. In the dark the curve
will be identical with the curve shown in Illustration I a since no-
thing but oxidative metabolism occurs throughout the plot; this curve
is represented in Illustration II a. Examining the other parametric
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saturation (i.<?., maximum rate) for photosynthesis, a curve as shown
in Illustration II b would be obtained; it is seen that in the absence
of air the carbon assimilation rate will be at a maximum, but that as
the air concentration is increased, the molecular oxygen gradually
overpowers the oxidative fragment [o] from tne photosynthesis in the
competition for th<" enzyme (E''H ) which serves to reduce the oxidative
fragment (and the molecular oxyc^en) and the curve is eventually de-
pressed to the maximum rate of carbon assimilation for oxidative me-
tabolism. Super-imposing these curves and the curves at intermediate
illuminations (illuminations which in the absence of air give rates
of carbon assimilation of one-fourth, one-half, and three-fourths the
maximum respectively) the plot seen in Illustration II c is obtained.
In curve c. Illustration II c, the assimilation rate of carbon with
increasing per cent of air available to the bacteria at first in-
creases, then decreases, resulting in a "hump" in the curve.
This "h\imp" in the curve c, (said curve representing the bac-
terial metabolic action under illumination of such intensity that at
zero per cent air concentration the photosynthetic rate of carbon as-
similation of one-half of its maximum, and equal to the maximum oxi-
dative metabolic rate), if found will be of particular interest with
respect to the t<anten-Clayton hypothesis. The earlier delineation
of the tactic behaviour of the Rh. rubrum was incomplete in that no
mention was made of their behaviour at intermediate light intensities
and oxygen concentrations. It is found that when an air bubble is
introduced into a colony of these bacteria grown under a cover glass,
in the dark the bacteria will clust-r around the bubble and in bright
light they will move away from the bubble, (exhibiting positive and
18

negative aerotaxis respectively). Under intermediate light inten-
sities, however, the bacteria congr'»gate in the narrow band at some
distance from the air bubble, indicating that t^jere is a preferred
oxygen concentration between the minimum and the maximum available.
These effects may be seen in Illustration V,
Let us now examine the curves (Illustrations I and II) in re-
spect to their relationship to the tactic behaviour of the Rh. rubrum
and the Manten-Clayton hypothesis: In the dark the metabolic rate in-
creases with increasing oxygen concentration; this is supported by
both sets of curves, and on apolying the hypothesis, it would be ex-
pected that a positive aerotactic response would occur in the absence
of illumination. Comparing the two curves for the metabolic behaviour
under bright light, however, it is seen that the first set of curves
(Illustration I) is not indicial in respect to the negative aerotaxie
observed under illumination, whereas from the second set of curves
(Illustration II) it can be oredicted, on the basis of the Manten-
Clayton hypothesis, that there will occur just such a withdrawal from
areas of higher air concentrations as is observed. From the fore-
going — remembering that it is as. yet largely supposition and is
cited for the purpose of example — it is strongly indicated that the
tactic response is mediated through the reductive pathway — i.e.,
COr — ^>(CH-jO) — of the metabolism* Certainly nowhere in the
first set of curves do we observe a decrease in metabolic rate with
increasing air concentration such as we find in the second family.
Moreover, the "hump" seen in the curve for moderate illumination
very nicely explains the behaviour of the bacteria seen at moderate
concentrations of air and intensities of light. To amplify this
19
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somewhat, let us imagine theRh. rubnin in an environment of light
intensitv and air concentration as is exemplified by this "hump" in
curve II c. Note that if the air concentration is increased or de-
creased there will be a decrease in metabolic rate; therefore, at
this level of intensity the bacteria will congregate in the area of
preferred air concentration. This is seen in Illustration V b.
Moving directly upward from the "hump" to the curve II e, it can be
seen that as we shift the bacterial environment to the right, i.e.,
into the area of increasing oxygen concentration, a decrease in th«
metabolic rate occurs; the contrary applies on moving to the left.
This explains the behaviour actually observed, as shown in Illus-
tration III c.
At the outset of this discussion it was pointed out that we
were proceeding largely on assumptions; this being so, it may be that
on analysis of the actual complete date finally obtained the evi-
dence will not be as clear cut as the evidence from our assumptions
(based in part on data already gathered). Even so, there should be
enough difference between the characteristics of the curves for rate
of substrate decomposition (versus per cent air) and those for the
rate of carbon assimilation (versus per cent air) that a decision
could be made as to which set of curves is correlated with the ob-
served tactic responses and thereb?/ decide with which branch of the
metabolism the taxis is linked. This would constitute the first
step in achieving the purpose set forth earlier.
Finally, to summarize the results of this work; It was de-
termined that the metabolic rate of an aqueous suspension of Rhodo-
spirillum rubrum (maintained between certain limits of hydrogen ion
a

concentration by addition of dilute hydrochloric acid) in the absence
of light increases linearly with increasing oxygen concentration up







The function oi" th« ap aratus used iiao to "ari^ate" a bacterial
suspension in the absence of li fnt with a known :/;as i.d.;:ture at a
constant f'iovj rct^ , naintainin' the hrdro-en ion concer.tration ne-
twei^n corbain liiiitc. Tho f^ssontial larts of thr- str cturp vi 'rr:
(a) a wat^r reservoir to orovide a ir^asure 'irad for t '5 p_,ases5 (b)
two -^ao-vjator bottles to sorvr as ot'^ra-'i and iiixinfT cha:fibers for
the :aGe3j (c) a flow noter to provido a method of r^ai^ptainin ' con-
st-^ nt flo'j; (d) a sintered -^lass fimn'^l to contain the bacterial
su30onsion whil<" heir - "anratrd", tho gas enterin ; t'>r"'U h the Mor'^s
of the sintered riass base; (e) a pH -.eter for the purpose of nea-
suring chanr^/^s in the hydro -on ion concentration; (f ) a cover box
(oainted with carbon blacl:) to e^cclude t'\e li^-ht fro:i the funnel;
(-7) a bi^r'^'^te for containirr: th-^ acid t'-^ be added to control the o'i.
The apparatus utilized is dia^ranmed in Illustration ^— in the
binder jack- oj an explanati'^n ot t'^ie illustration fol:-ovjs:
Sine" t'ie nitro-^en ^-as fror.i th*^ nitro-en cylinder was detennin'^d
to contain 2«8b air^-, it was necessar;' to de-ox7r;enate trds -:;as to
studv iviet-ibolic behaviriur at yet lower air concentrations. Tliis was
done bv the eonvontional iMotho-' of ^assin'; the ^as over heated copo^r
turnin^-s in th^ tubes lab'^-led S and :], ron t es^ tubes t'.e :as !-)a3S'd
tirou ;h the double-oblique stopcoch at ii, throu:-".h th'-> t rree-vjay "T"
3to:x;ock at B to t!ie double-oblique stopcoek at G, vriere a ch-^ice could
be iTiade to wJlich ,;-as-water bottle the -"-ras would be directed. The




stopcock at A was for thft pi'rpos*^ of the introdiiction oi lOn,' air irori ft
hi:^h proijsure air line; the t'.-re'-way stopcock at B pennittcd thf» use oI
the niercur:^'- r.ianoriieter as s. safetv device in order to orevrnt blowin-', the
rubber stoppers (which vrere vjirsd on) from the gas-ijater bottles or ru >-
turiivi tho lino at sono other ;;oint. When nitro[;en ,':;as (f>f 2.3'. air
or less) was being introduced into the system, the manometer thour;h th.is
contamination would be in the majority of cases.
As each gas-water bottle was bein^:; filled, the one-way stopcock on
the tube leading from the bottle to the 8l-liter reseiTToir was of course
oDen; i.e., one-way stopcock E would be open when the l[|,3li.O milliliter
capacity I'ottle was beinj:^ filled, and similarly thf onr-way ctoocock r
vrould bf» open when th<' lUjUOO milliliter vessel was being lilled. The
nas-water vessels had been volime calibrated in !?00 ml. increnents, ex-
cept for the necks, where the calibration tape was marked in 10 and 2C
ml. increments. In makin;; the various air per cent compositions of
r^ases, it vxas necessary to take into account the volume of tubin,_i from
the entrance ooint of the gas to the gas-water vessels, i-or the lli,3[iO
ml. vessel this was 138 r.lj for tho lU^UOO mJ.. vessel it was II16 iil.
The reservoir R i/a:; filled vjith an 0#0035 h sodiuir^ benzoatc sol-
ution, the purpose of thf- sodiura benzoate being to iahibit th.e iorm-
atinn of molds or algae in the apoarati-s dvilng the course of the inves-
tigation,
VJhen the viork was first undertaken, distance from t-'c bottom
of the reservoir R to the gas '..^ter b'ottlca was 70 centimeters. Tliis
was Ictei' increased to I30 ccntjjiieters to i-educc v.}io niu. ber of adji'^t-
ments of the needle valve at G required to maintain a constant flow
rate. A mathei.iatical illustration- of this is to be found in Appendix 3 •
2U

Th« double-oblique stopcock at D permitted the selection of the
vessel from which the gas was to be taken; as the gas was being drawn
the corresponding stopcock (E or P) to the water reservoir R has to
be open. The gas then passed on to the bubbler (or trap) at K, the
primary'- function of which was to serve as an index to the flow rate
and secondarily served as a trap between the flow-meter and the gas-
water vessels. It is to be noted that the liquid volume in the bub-
bler at K and in the on** at J is larger than is ordinarily placed in
auch devices. The purpose of this was to facilitate flushing of the
system, as the greater the gas spaces in J and K, the greater the
volume of the "new" gas that must be flushed through the system before
the "old" gas was disnlaced.
The needle valve at G served as the only adjustment for the rate
at which the gas was bubbled through the bacterial suspension, all
stopcocks being either fully open or fully closed.
The gas flow metering device bf^gan with the expansion in the line
between the needle valves G and H and ended with the metal "T" at I.
The needle valve at H was for the purpose of adjusting the sensitivity
of the flow meter; i.e., the greater the constriction at H, the greater
the reading on the flow meter manometer. Once this valve was set, no
necessity for changing the setting occurred. With the setting used,
the flow rate could be varied from less than one-half liter/hour to
more than six liters/hour. The manometer of the flow meter was
filled to the proper level with water made slightly basic by the add-
ition of sodium hydroxide, and colored by the use of phenol red in-
dicator.
From the flow meter the gas passed through the double-oblique
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stopcock at T (th« purpoa* of which will be explained in a subsequent
paragraph) to the bubbler at J. In a sense, this second bubbler was
superfluous j however, early in the investigation considerable dif-
ficulty was encountered with leaks between K and F and as a conse-
quence this bubbler at J was introduced to ascertain that the flow
into the funnel at F was equal to the flow through the first bubbler
at K, and that the flow meter was serving as a true indicator of the
gas passing through the funnel.
For the purpose of determining the raaxinmm rate of oxidative
metabolism a break (not shown) was made in the line between J and F,
and 100*0 air was bubbled rapidly through the bacterial suspension.
The advantage of the direct use of the 100^ air (rather than sending
it into one of the gas-water vessels) was that it reduced the amount
of time spent in flushing the system and allowed greater freedom in
the schedule for mixing the gases of various percentages.
The double-oblique stopcock at T was necessitated due to the
funnel's becoming clogged by the bacterial suspension while switch-
ing from the rapid bubbling by lOOt air back to one of the gas mix-
tures contained in a gas-water bottle; this occurred even though the
change was made rapidly and the tubing just below F was clamped just
prior to making the change. When clogging occurred (which was readily
detectable on the flow meter) the most expeditious remedy was to blow
through the tubing into T thence through J and the funnel F.
In F are seen the electrodes from the Coleman pH Meter used in
these determinations. Covering F is a black box Mj the light was
further excluded by the careful drapping of six I'iyers of black (focus-
ing) cloth. At the top of M can be seen the lid through which the acid
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WME acldr.d into the bacterial susoension fron the burette N. Al-






The investigation consisted primarily of a series of "runs", a
"run" being a procedure whereby a sequence of gases of various per-
centage air compositions were bubbled through a bacterial suspension,
during which the oxidative metabolic rate was followed by means of the
alkali production from decomposition of the substrate, using a pH
meter and keeping the hydrogen ion concentration between certain
limits by dropwise addition of acid. Since the substrate used was












2 IICl -^ 2 llaOH 2 NaCl -h 2 II^O
Before any "runs" were undertaken, it was necessary to standard-
ize an acid to be used in the procedure. Both 0»0hl7 N HCl and Q,0100
N HCl were prepared; the latter was used for but one run, since its
use resulted in excessive dilution of the bacterial suspension. Twenty
five milliliters of 1,000 M sodium succinate were made to use as sub-
strate,
A typical "run" will now be outlined:
When (after ca, 36 hours) the Hhodospirillum rubrum in the
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culture medium had multiplipd tn the extent that 65 milliliters of
the medium furnished 20 to 30 ml, of bacterial suspension of den-
sity U.O, approximately one-half of th** bacteria-infested medium
was poured into fresh medium; the flask containing the fresh raediuja
was filled to within a centimeter or two of the cotton plup; to re-
duce the air space to a minimum, and olaced in a continuously il-
luminated warm storage. All the transfers involving the fresh
culture of bacteria were performed in flame to prevent contamination
of the culture by other micro-organisms.
The remainder of thR bacteria were separated from the culture
medium by centrifugation and resuspendei in 50 ml, of 0,0005 M
phosphate buffer solution. The density of this 50 ml. suspension was
determined from the bacterial densitometer (photometricallyK-) and the
bacteria were again centrifuged and re-suspended in a volume of 0,0005
M phosphate solution such that the bacterial density was U.O, and the
bacteria were then ready for the "run". This procedure of twicfi sus-
pending the bacteria in the phosphate buffer solution served to wash
from the bacteria most of the nutrient material of the culture medium.
In the meantime the gas-water containers had been filled with the
desired per cent air-nitrogen ratios. It had been decided to roake a
run of the following sequence: (a) 100^ airj (b) ca. lOt air; (c) 2»Q%
air; (d) ??^ airj (e) 2.81', air; (f) ca. 10? air; (g) 100? air; the
percentage air at part (d) was to be determined by the results of
parts (a), (b), and (c), (For the purposes of illustration, suppose
it was desired to investigate a per cent air comoosition near the "sat-




to neutralize the metabolic products) versus the per cent air, the
abscissa of the intersection of t'le line drawn through the points
plotted from sequences (b) and (c) vd-th the horizontal line through
the ordinate of sequence (a) gives the "saturating" per cent. "Sat-
urating" per cent air han been defined as the least per cent air at
which oxidative metabolism occurs (as measured by substrate decom-
position) at a naximum rate.)
The pH meter was standardized with buffer solution at a pH of
U.l, after which the electrodes were rinsed and placed in the funnel;
the funnel had been nreviously moistened with distilled water. Ni-
tror^en ':;as of 2.8f> air was started flowing through the funnel at a
slow ratr ( about 1 liter/hr.), and the bacterial suspension was added
to the funnel. The black box was placed over the funnel and the layers
of black cloth fastened around and under the box. The pH of the sus-
oension was measured and broU:;ht to around pH 7 by the addition of
acid. When conditions had become stabilized to the extent that in-
creases in pH were merely reflecting endogenous metabolism, 1,0 M
sodium succinate in the ratio of 0.03 nil, sodium succinate per ml.
of bacterial suspension was added, and lOOt air was bubbled through
the' suspension at a fast rate (ca, 8 liter/hour). The pH was re-
duced by th** addition of acid to a value near 6.70, and the exact
time (plus or minus fifteen seconds) noted that pH 6,80 was reached.
The hydrogen ion concentration was allowed to decrease to around pH
7.00, whereupon the addition of acid would again increase the hy-
drogen ion concentration near th** neighborhood of pH 6.70. (In the
earlier runs the pH was allowed to vary from 6.70 to 7.20 or 7.30$
however, this had the double disadvantage of introducing the factor
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of operator fatigue — one run exceeded twenty hcairs — and of increaelnG
the opportunity for an intrinsic change to occur in the bacteria which
might effect their netabolic rate
.
) A running plot of acid added
(millilitera) vcrsiis time (in itdnutea) was kept. The procedure was
repeated three or four tiiaes — i.e.^ three or four points at pll 6.80
irere cliarted — and gas of 10.835?^ air (the balance being essentially
nitrogen) froin one of the gas-water vessels was started bubbling
through the suspension at a rate of ca, 6 liters/hour (maxLtmun flow
meter reading )
,
The hydrogen ion concentration was maintained betvjeen the limits
pH 6,70 and pH 7.30 during the flushing process; the pH 6.80 points
were charted for purposes of continuity on the graph. After 2 liters
had been flushed through the suspension, the flow rate was decreased
to approximately 2 liters/hour and the pII was now maintained between ^
the limits of 6.70 and 6.90. The pH 6.80 points were again plotted, ^
this time talcing enough points to insure that the flushing process had
been complete,
I'Jhen sequence (b), the bubbling of the 10^ air mixture through
the susi)ension, had been completed, it was followed by the use of the
2.8^^ air mixture (i.e., gas originally from the nitrogen cj'-linder),
sequence (c), flushing as before. Half way through sequence (c) the
"saturating" per cent air was determined from, the data so fir col-
lected to be, say, in the neighborhood of kS''^ air. The remainder of
the 10^:5 air mixture was cxliausted through the filling port (through
stopcock Aj see INSTRUl'ENTATION) and tlie linos and vessel cleared
by twice putting 2-1; liters of 100/j air into the vessel and then
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exhausting it as before. The bottle was then filled with U»8U0 ml.
of 100^ air (allowing the volume of the gas to stabilize at the
pressure due to the water head); taking into account the air in the
lines, this was a total of U,978 ml. of 100? air. The bottle was then
filled with 2*Q% air so that the total gas volume was 11,8U0 ml.; thus,
a mixture of U3«67? was obtained.
At the completion of sequence (c), the effect of this ii3.67t air
(sequence (d) ) on the oxidative metabolic rate was charted as in the
previous sequences. This was followed in turn by sequences (e) (2.8?
air), (f) (ca. 10? air), and (g) (100? air). Sequence (g) completed
the inin; the bacteria were discarded and the equipment cleaned. The
symmetry of the run is to be noted, for thus were any intrinsic changes
in the metabolic behaviour of the bacteria observed.
The temperature was recorded at various intervals throughout the
run.
The data from an actual run is to be seen in AT)pendix F , and
Illustration IV
, the resultant plot made to "the scale actually em-
ployed is one of the inserts in the pocket on the back of the binder.
The particular bacteria us6d in this investigation were
Rhodospirilium rubrum (Strain S-1, van Iliel) grown anaerobically under
continuous illuirdnation in a medium consisting of the following:
Yeast extract, 1.0^; sodium succinate, 3.0J^j (NH. ) 30. , O.IJ^;
tlgCl
, O.O^^i; GaCl , 0.02^ij 0.01 M NaH PO, and 0.01 M K HPO, to adjust
the medium to pfl 7 J the balance , tapwater.




since it was indlcatod early in the investigation that at this density
the effects resiilting from dilution (due to the addition of acid for
the purpose of maintaining the pll between certain limits) were minimized^
yet a workable volume of the suspension was obtained after a reasonable






Illustration VI is the master plot for the results obtained from
the investigation, ind represents five of the last six runs made frori a
total of thirteen (the data from the run not represented on tlio master
plot were not discarded due to anomalies in the values — on the con-
trary, the points determined from the discarded run fit in very well
with the plot — but were not used for the reason that the run involved
uncontrolled variations of temperature iriiich rendered the results un-
,
trastworthy); the earlier runs were made for the purpose of fami li arizir^
the operator i-Jith the equipment and the behaviour of the Rhodospirillum
rubrum when subjected to varying concentrations of o^qygen in the com-
plete absence of light.
It is to be noted that the curve does not pass through the origin
of the plot; this cjm be attributed to the endogenous metabolism, which
oociirs at zero per cent air and involves the liberation of alkali at a
rate dependent on the previous environment of the bacteria {Ik) . The
upper points are very close to the line of slope "one" (h5 degree lji.ne)
Joining the nadir and zenith of the plot. This indicates that the
"saturating" per cent air is properly defined (see RlOCEDUllE, page 30),
and that the codLdative metabolism rate increases linearly xriLth increas-
ing air concentration. The variation of points falls ixell within the
range of experimental error.
The most significant source of error was in the reading of the volume
of the gas-water bottles; in the region of the 500 ml. calibration tape
markings it is expected that the readings between the marks were accurate
3h

to ;.dthin only T 30 I'l.j a reading at tho riarl: uas accurate to irithin
±10 nl. The naxinum error in volia-.c rcarlinf, ho^xcvor, would not con-
ntitute an error of serious narjnitude in volunes ranrjinc from 10,000
to 12,000 ril. Volunc readi-nco of 1)0'' air uccd in rdJC.n2 the variouc
per cent air conccntrationc vxerc alTi-ayn nade on tho nr.rl', and vrcrc
"unually in tlic area '.There the calibration taT^e had been narlred at 20 ml.
intervals or lee?, and errors of t 2 nl. iiere involved.
The greatest variation in tlie maxinujTi nctabolio rate vnis attribut-
able to temjxBraturo fluctuations. Since no provision could be riadc for
keerin^ the laborator;;,'" at a ri'^asonably constant tcriperature, the runs
were nade tcnperally cynrnetrical in order to conpcnsate for diurnal
variations of tcnperature (see PliOGEDU'^ill, page 29).
As the volime of th.e bacterial suspension increased (due to the
addition of acid', eji increase in tlio efficacy of the bacterial absorp-
tion of o:-yf;cn fron the gas bubblin,*^ throuf"^h tho suspension is to be
expected, xrLt'i a corrcs-^onfUnr: increase in the rate of substrate deconp-
osition; hoirever, tliis effect i-'as probably nore than countered by the
loss of bacterial cells througii dr:;d.nc around the periphery;" oi th.e
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Ai'n:ii!Jix A
Tlio najp.c ".Jarburg Aiialysia" in ce^icrally usod to refer to any gas
analysis proccduro utilizinf^ the ./arburg Apparatiis, or, riore properly,
the Barcroft-'-.'arburg Apparatus ("since it ijas adapted by Uarburc fron
that developed by Barcroft for tlic study of blood gases." )(15)
y.iis Bareroft-.arburg App^aratus consists of: (a) A suitable vessel,
usually of 1^ to ?.0 ril. capacity, vri.th a center well and one or laoro
side bulbs; (b) a nanonctcr for neasuring cliangcs in gas pressure;
(c) a constant tcrapcrature water bath to provide for accurate tcnpcr-
ature control, so construct'.jd that th.e nancriieter nay be iiountod on the
side 'vri-th the vessel containing the naterial to be studj.ed completely
innersed in i/atcr; and (d), a shal:ing device to cvuvjre equilibrium be-
tirccn th.e fluid ncdiun and the gas phases diirir^^ the cx?X)ririent irhich
shakes the vosr^el and manometer hor-isontolly at speeds of ca. 110 osci-
llations per minute, xrith an excursion of 3-U cr..(l!i)
'Jarburg propei-ly deserves the ci'odit f oi* the ap IJ.cation of this
apparatus to the studj'" of the more intricate metabolic processes vrith.in
the cell, for
"It XTas V7arburg nho first sho-^Tcd that anijial tissues and organs
(liver, kidney, brain, etc.) could be prepared in the forr.-i of thin
sectiorjs or minces uhich ^rould continue to cany on m.etabolic pro-
cesses (resprivation, substrr.te utilization) for many hours aftei* ro-
mo\-al from tlie animal bod^y if placed under suitable conditions, and
that such metabolism ccrald be folloi:ed quantitatively, ./iiile it
is obvious that colls midcr tliese circ-.u-istanc'js arc no longer under
the control of neinrous or hormonal mechanisr^s, metabolic data
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obtained by this nethod of approach do not disagree with results
obtained on the intact animal where the two methods can be comparod,
and havB furnished valuable information concerning the localization
of specific metabolic processes in individual organs of the anirial
body, as well as the effect of different substrates, coenzymes,
activators, inhibitors, etc., on cell raetaboli3n,"(15)
In the investigation of Ilh, rubrum metabolism, it is the living cells
"rtiich are being studied, using a suspension of dead oell bodies merely
as a control.
Tills metabolic study by the Warburg method is fraught ifith complex-
ities. Carbon dioocide is assimilated — or evolved in some cases —
oxygen is assimilated, and alkali is produced (with the consequent trans-
fer of CO2 from the vapor to the liquid phase). The only index of these
changes, however, is a pressure change, which in turn is related to the
substrate decomposition; by plotting pressure change versus time the
rate of substrate decomposition can be determined. However, the pressure
incorporates the three factors previously mentioned: (1) Oxygen assiml-
lationj (2) carbon dioxide assimilation or evolvement; and (3) carbon
dioxide absorbed from the gaa phase into the liquid phase. To discrim-
inate aiBomg these three it is necessary to work with pairs of vessels
|
the procedure may be briefly outlined as folloira: (l) Into each pair
of Warb"urg vessels containing the bacterial suspension, substrate is
introduced from a side bulb; (2) acid is immediately tipped into the
control vessel (also from a side bulb) which kills the bacteria^ pre-
venting sjxy reaction from taking place and resulting in all CO^ being
driven into the gas phase; (3) in the other vessel the reaction is
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allowed to go to completion, i.e., vjitil the srubctrate is cxliausted,
charting the pressure change i>rith tiiiej (I;) acid is ti->ped into the
reaction vessel, releasing all of the carbon dioxide into the gac pliase;
and (5) aUcali is introduced into both vessels fron a vent, resulting in
the absorption of the COp into the liquid phase.
The oxygen content (expressed as per cent air) of the gases (i.e.,
the gas directly from the nitrogen cylinder and that which ixas passed
over the heated copper turnings) used in tlie experiment "VJas detemiinod




T H Z: FLO '•; ?' E T E R
It can h(i shown fi-'om Berno-'jlll's Theoreir: t]iat for an
Incorp'^ossibl': flnL", nei^locfc * •'' ; friction and visooslt'^"
e^^ccts, Q (flov/ rat3) Is a fu.iction of the prGSS'.irc diff-
or-^ntial betv/Ot^n two -"ooJ-nts in th'3 flow cVannel as follows:
•where
P : prossuro
r : 'ensity o^ tho ^as
V : v^locitT cf t'^'5 '-as
^- nn hp ; f-^e f^lovatiovi of tho cenbors of -n^avity
of tho volumes of ras above some
arbitrary Jatur, lino
r, ; acceleration due to gravity
Sln;-je t':o 3l ovation head of a "^s (?; - h ) is ':onGrall"12
of • "^ • 7. "•a init^ioo (ai'l in 'zhls instance, it is zer^c),
f '^ -.q-i.->'- ;_-^n becom'-":s
or
Since th.c r.;;as ha's boon asnur.oc! tp be inconpressiblo.
1-0
I
an' Q is t'^:^ rata oT flow li volnna unlls por unit tine,
thon Q=A, V- = ApVp v;'-}'.?re A Is tho aroa of tlio --as co-'J.ui':.
RGarran3 In,^;,
(d) V^=Q/a^ ; V2=Q/A2
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(1) K= - y'2/r aid s'-^s \lrir: 1- (')
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-.70 navo





I .lP-^(h^ - li2)ri-= ¥r.i^^ - V^ )Q .-
^^
WlToro the terrr (h - h„)r.g is zero, tl~.o equation beco?^es
>f
Q dP= im(V^ - V^) m: rf.ass
t














-I'M io o-ith <P<: rV-or'n- th':; ratio C. /C, , '..o., tho rat
P '"^
the specific h^at of bhe ;^as at constant pressure to the
specific heat of the '-as at co:''S':ant volur.e.
•55-See paf^e 7^1-, reference (23)
U2
1
Tho interned iat« stops in. tho precedinr", derivatioci ":ave
not been presented, but can bo found on pa";es ^2 a'^''^- ih of
reference (23)
.
For tlr^ concHtions of Tjressuro and flow, and frorri the
dimensions of the equ'-'-r. 3nt used in this investi:^atio-"i, it
is 8^^o"'n in references (23) (2l;) and (25) that won Id
approximate unity (ca. 0.999).
Consequently,
Q^= K /?~rT^ = K /f~rv.
In other words, for conditions of small flow rate and
relatively small pressure differences
may be taken as the fundamental equation of flow.
This equation is utilized to show the relationships




P : Absolut G pressure (M/T*'L)
K : FloY/ coefficient of pressure; varies inversely as the resistance
to. flow (r?^/M^)
3
Q : Plow rate; volur.e per unit tine (L /T)





<5i.2 'Kj/P^ - Pg
(3) Qg.f = K3/P2 - p;
since tho flow in must 'be equal to the flow out,
Then
(6) k/p^ - P^ = Kj/P^ - Pj and
(7) yP-L - P2 =/Pi - Pf /(Kj/K)
Now, fr»oni (1) through (5^)
(0) q7k^ = p^ - P^
(9) ^/K^ = ^ - ^2
(10) Cf/K*- = P - P
3 2 f
Adding (0),(9),(10)
(11) Q (l/K^-el/K^-M/K^ ) ^ (P^ - P^) -^ (Pi - P2)+(P2 " ^f^
= P - P
i ^f
(12) Q/r/K^-Hl/K^^-l/K^ ^^^ - P^" or
(13) Q= i1!l:^
yi/K^i^l/K^^l/K^^




Substltut in»'T (15) in (7), we liavo the relationship between
the initial pressure P.. and the funnel (or final pressure P„,





K ani the quotient K /K could be determined experimentally;
from these, together with the density of the manometer
liquid, a numerical expression for the flow rato could be
developed. For the purpose of this investigation, however,
the only function of the flow meter was to enable the flow
of r^as to be maintained at a constant rate during a run
(from 10 to 20 hours) and for this flow rate to be repro-
duced from, one run to another.
Perhaps it should be pointed out that K is a variable,
and that K may be subject to variation (ordinarily of a
ne,ci;li,7,ible mat^nitude). It is readily seen that, when keep-
^^^ P , P , P-., K , and K^ constant, the n^jmber of adjust-
ments of K will be diminished by havin,^, P, be of the
1 • 1
larr^est ra,p;nitude practicable; i.e., since P. will decrease
slov/ly due to the dimunition of the water head, the conse-
quent variation in
-y P - P- (and the resultant change in





THE D !•: N S I T M K T E P.
The bactei'ial densitoneter employed was a sinple photovoltaic
photometer shown schematically in Illustration VIII.
The source was a V;"estinghouse 100 watt, 12^ volt lartp. As in
other photometers, the density is approximately the logaritlmi of the
ratio of the meter deflections when the suspension medium (0.0005 M
K2HP0|,-IIaIIpPO« solution) and the bacterial suspension are placed,
respectively, in the beam; this is, of course, provided the source is
maintained constant, that there is no error due to fatigue, and tliat
the photocurrcnt is proportional to the intensity of illumination. For
the uses for which this particular instrument was employed, ho\TCver, it
was calibrated" by utilizing successive dilutions of a knoim volume of
bacterial cells (determined through the use of a clinical centrifuge
tube) . Illustration K, the Bacterial Densitometer Chart, is the
result of tills calibration for the 1.5 milliampere scale on the milli-
ammeter. The following will serve to illustrate the use of the Chart:
With distilled water in the cell, the milliammeter is set (by
means of the adjusting rheostats) to read 0.35 rna (on the 1.5 r.ia scale).
On inserting a cell filled Tfri.th a portion of the 50 ml. of bacterial
suspension, (suppose) the milliammeter reads 0.115, which corresponds,
on referring to the chart, to a bacterial density of 1.6. Tlien, to
have a suspension of the desired density of U.O, tlie bacteria vrLll have
to be resuspended in a volume of (50)(l.6)/U n 20 ml. of phosploate
buffer.
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BACTERIAL DENSITY (rnl . cells/100 ml. suspension)

APPENDIX D
THE p H K E T E R
A Coleman OOMPAX Model 20 pH electrometer, seen in Illustration X,
was employed to measure the cliange in pH. This is a battery operated
instrument for which the manufacturer claims "a consistent sensitivity
of better than 0.02 pH and consistent overall accuracy of better than
0,05 pH", It utilizes a sealed glass electrode and a reference electrode
in a liquid (saturated KCl) junction reservoir. It is unique in that
the pH is determined by a combination of a flashing light and a pH dial
index; i.e., when the dial index is set to read the pll of the solution
in wliich the electrodes are immersed, the indicating light will flash
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ACTIOri "POTENTI.AL — A difference in potential bet-reen resting nerve and
and the region of a nerve conducting an ijqjulse.
ALL-OIWIONE LAVJ — If an irritable cell or unit, such as a nerve or a
DTusclo fiber, receives a stir.iuliiE above a certain minimal (threshold)
intensity, its response is maximal} increasing the stimulus results
in no corrosponcU-ng increase in strength of response, nor is a re-
sponse elicited by a stimulus below threshold,
d-ARGIlIBIE — oc -amino- (^ -guanidinevaleric acidj one of the naturally
occuiring diamino monocarboxylic acids, id.th the folloi/ing sti'ucture:
H9N-C-l!H-CIU-CIU-GH«-GH-C0OH
HH Nllg








BOIS-ilfvHIOND LAW — For a stimulus- to be effective, it must be {&) above
threshold Intensity and (b) have reached threshold intensity before
accommodation can occur.
ACG013;0i)ATI0N — "A -stimulus which reaches its full strengtli quickly is
more effective than a slowly increasing stimulus in eliciting a response"
(12)} the phenomenon of an irritable system's ability to "accommodate"
the slowly increasing stiimilus is called accommodation,'
AEROBES — Organisms which cannot carry out^-life pi'ocesscs without free
access to air,
AIJAEROBF/S — Facultative anaerobes are organism which can utilize atmos-
pheric oxygen but can also grow i-dthout free oxygen; obligate (or strict)
anaerobes are unable to grow in the presence of oxygen, i.e., they re-
quire that molecular oxygen be absent "and are very adversely affected
by its presence" .(U)
^1

CIIROiy.ail:: —"A tern introduced by Louis Lapicque in 1909 to define the
character of tlio stirral^is which in reduirod to excite various types of
living tissue, particularly nnscle and nerve. The most convenient
fom of stiriulus is an electric current, since this can be riade to
excite (i.e., to cause tissu9 to display its characteristic activity)
irilthout doinj'; any darmgc. It is found tliat a current i.iust fulfil three
conditions if it is to excite: (l) It must flovj for nore than a certain
ninirial duration; (2) the final strength riust exceed a certain value;
and (3) the rate of increase of the current froM zero inust exceed a
definite velocity. The need for a miniiial duratj.on is sho\im by the
fact that a current alteinating at 1,000,000 cycles per second is power-
less to excite any tissue in the body; and the nodem surgical tech-
nique of diatherr.^ is based on tliis.
The curve rolatij'ig rdninrJL duration and niini];ial strength - - -
as a first approxination obeys the forrnula of . Zeiss,
i a-/- b/t
where i is the current, t its duration, and a and b ai-e constants,
Lapicque has slioim tliat curves of the sane fom are obtained from the
most diverse tissues, ranging fron the hiu;ian nerve, -vxherc the miniraal
dui'ation is less than 0.001 second, to the cells of a plant where it
nay be longer tlian one second, Tlius, tlie character of the stijxilus for
a given tissue can be defined at once if we loiow the constants a and b
for that tissue. Tlie constrmt a (the rheobase)) is given by the winiirial
current strength, at long durations. Tlie other constant b is the more
important, for it deteriiincs the slope of the ci.u'vc, it can be fixed by
measuring t'lc ci\ronaxie, vrhich is equal to b/a and is the least duration
required when the current strength is 2a.
The true form of the curve difj?ors somexjhat from that given by
Weiss 's equation, and it has been used as a basis fror. v/hich to deduce
the mechanism of excitation. - - - the measui-'cment of the clironaxie
has also been used to investigate the passage of the state of excita-
tion from one tissue to another (e.g., fron nerve to muscle) ." (26)
GYSTrlBril — di(cX-ai!iLno-^-thiolpropionic acid); a naturally occurring




ELEGTROTOOTS — Hiysiological polarization, accom-lished by passing a weak
(subtliroshold) constant airront tlirough a nerve; the net effect is to
decrease the polarization of the mer.-ibrane at the cat/iodc, increasing the
irritability (i.e., a stimulus below tiireshold is effective) at that
point, and increasing the polarization at the anode iriLtli resultant de-
crease in irritability.
ElIDOGrilOUS ~ Designating or -iicrtaining to tlie inetabolisn of nitrogenous
substances of cells and tissues, the catabolic products excreted being
relatively constant in tlie normal organism; microbiologists define en-
dogenous metabolism as any raetabolism v/hich takes place in the absence
of an extoi^nally su]Dplied substm to.
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""'I!Z"Yi: S — "Thcmolabilo catal^rsts of a definite or^aiiic riG.tiri*c, elabor-
ated by liv3Ji{j tissue tvit carable of action c'Utsido these tissues'' (31/
.
d-GLUTiliriC ACID — -aiiinoglutcjfrLc acid? one of tlie naturaly occun'inrj
nono aid.no dicarboKylic acids, \n.th the follcnrliic s-fcructr.:rc:
HETSROT?-OPIIIG BACTiiSiUl — Bacteria uj-lIcIi r'^quiro orcaiiic carbon as a food
soui'ce. . ,
GIl/lII'S STjIHI — A dye of crj'-stal violet fi:>a;d by an aqueous solution of
iodine (1; )
.
GJlAI'-lEIiATI'v/!^' BAGY^IA — Bacteria froi;. irliicli Gram's stain r^ay be -iTached
irLth alcohol,
G?JI '-POSITIVE BAG?' .PX/l — Bacteria froi'i -.Jhich. it is not pos':;iblc to rcriove
Gran's stein by use of conr^on solvon-ts (e.r^,, ".jator or alcoliol); t'lat
is, they dye of Grain's stain is fast in tliosc bacteria.
LCPIIOTjClGA'E.' — Hiltiplc polar flagellation; see frontispiece 5 also
reference ('•.).
IDLAI^. — A riolar solution contad-ns one f^i^aia-riole of substance dissolved in
a liter of solut3.on.
lIQrdlAL — A norrial soluti>on conteins one ^raiii-equivalent 'jcij^^ht of solut::;
in one liter of solution.
KF-iFllAGTQKY" F-'iIlCD — The period chirinc wMch. a iniscle, ncrvo, or other
living unit is rcfractoiy (or iion~rcsponsivo or irj3oi:r.itivc) to stii'TiJlus,
PJUnillEGITy — lihythjiLC behaviour under constant ctdnulation.
SUiIt'iATIC3lI — The phenoncnon of the clicitation of a rcs-ponse by "tlie
application of t'.:o or t]iroe or very fou stiimili in rapid succcssicn"
altlioush each stiiaili is C'^. little) loss tlian tliroshold strenctii.
'.nZB "'rt-F"'.;GIIJiEi^ ioYCIICPII^IGAL I^"..;: — ixiual incrcancnts of sensation corres-
pond to equal incrcnente in the loc:arithji «of t!ie stiruilur. I\n intcr-
cstir^^ discussion of this lau" can be found in reference (32), rjid is
quoted here in part (the undcrlininc is by th.is :n.'*itcr, r.nd not by
tlie autiior of tlie refrjrcncc)
:
"Gontrast-scncitivj-tv tests are ciifficult to i-salio, and the re-
suits are very on^atic ----., The values a.i"c affected by the ciso
and siinpe of the field and by tiie liuiinosity of th6 si-.rroi'Jidin) :s
.
They also vary xrf.th the individual and irith the criterion ho selects
for 'barely perceptible difference,* For these and otlior reason/:, a

difx'er-jiit l±n(l Oa:' tcct is pmrci-^blc, /.c c to::v2.-'c oi' coiVv.:. '.;;t'-
Gonoitivitjr torjty, i/o Iiave -cJio ;(']r:j>^Foc]m( r lau , one oi,' trie tv>^- ^
poraistcnt fallacion •!>-) uMcli onrbi^ hriHarn^/Ticis ':vor"lTc.nLi(.-3r:','d
itscl:?. It bloGr-onr? peronnialD^ and ill rjo?..(3 qur.rt-iL^s -lor^.r^ to bo
rcf^ardcd as God's fjii?t to ttic pcycholocist. Let i;n o::a2;?.no the
evidence. Tlie fiindEJ-icntal idea of tliis law sooi.is to liave ori;::'
in tiic fertile brai?i of Pierre Ijour;ucr, ulio found, abaat W^Oi
tliat t'./o siirfacoD coi;ld bo distin^i'u.isiicd if tiioir contxcint -.;aD l/''! .
Variora.': other investigators, includinfj Jcber (lc^3U), cliockod \iu.r.
resiilt iTith lurlnositicG '/ar-rlnr^ tiiroucli a rcj^cG of 10 to 1, or
grcatoi', and iritli c^^ fron about lA'O to l/l!?0. Such v-iIuct '.-
evidently considcrcdT/O bo ncijrly conr.tc'int, so Uiat Jcbor'G lav
T.'as adopted. Thi3 la' j caji liardljr be rerrardcd an oven qj?. a r-^r-^^i^j t.-
tJOTi . TIic troiiblo c 00113 'iio do 'Kiat t'lTc' ricita T-rcre TnvaiaaTjly 'i^l'o'tted''
---::50--- ''-liho rorjiiltiii'^ curves stert \7it.'i hir^h valaoG ir. t;ie
ccotopic region and fall ali.iost to t-'io a:cl£ throur^hout noGt of t.hc
pliotor>ic ro{p.o5i. TIiug it lo6]:s as if c
^.,
uero ali.ior.t conGtcivt over
a wide ran^je of lurdnoGitics . - -"- - this conclucion in falnc,'
as sho^m by diita i:i.l;iGtratcd in the rcfcr-onco.
- _ _ _ - , "It uoiild be iinin.co to claiir: tliat t-ic opcratiorr'l -letlioo
ic the truth* (uJiatcver tiiat nay r.oan) or that it can bv; a-^plicd
snicccssfiilly cvGryt7hore — to all riatheinatics, ]^Gycholo[:y, Dr\(\ r.o-
ciolos:,''. j?ut in pIiycicG, its succggg lias been go riarliod thr/b itn
V-GG can hardly be qiicctioned.
Fron the operational Gtandnoint, noct of the photorictric con-
cepts aa defined ^Ji t)ie Gtandrrd definitions are rioani;a.:^ler:r;. '..•nc
roacon for tliis corJXioion ic tiiat tlio concepts arc co?T;licatod by a
psychopliysiolojjiical elonent uliich is aboent in rioct brr.nclioG of
Gcicnco and en^jjicorin^. TIio pGychor)Ii;vT.ioloQr of viEion Iit-G beoi'!
i/jivoGtinated iviost diligently for the part h.inflred ycc-rs by biolof^.Bts,
psychologists, and pliysicists. Xct even the correct basis of attac':
han not been agreed uixin. The rfiothorls of p:lJ,^•••ic^l rcioncc have bec^n
narvcloucly successful in the physical i/orld and arc oven a-;./plicablo
to such plijrsiological probleiis as the action of tlie receptor elcnentr,
iji the retina and tlie propagation of nervous inpiilGcs. JScrjovsl t?ii"
point in -bho seeing process, hoTTCver, ttc leave -cJie iJorld of phaysic
and enter the world of consciousness, of Gcnsation, in uirLch. t/iorc
is no reason to believe tliat tlie ncthods of pliysicG can cvci' be
applied. .Jc have no ixay of mo-traring sens: tion, in tiie scnce tliat
physical quantities are neasxired. V.e liave no xjay of setting xlt) a
"unit sensation — a sensation nctcr stick. ..'c Iis.ve no Tjay of
applying tliis nctcr sticic to dcteimining ]io^7 r.mv tiiies one sensa-
tion is greater than another. Consequently, there i*s no ]X)SGibili-by
of expression scrj^ation riuitlionatically as a function of stirxilur.
"Tlic Fochner Irj? of logai'^i.thnic rosponco is a ryyo fig?icnt of the
£ry!gin.aca'on
.
lie r-iust rcalir.o t':c.t"'.:'iO cS? ?Tc"<.-J.':.y of
'
" •. .)t beir^ ' abl^
to ncasure sensation quantitatively is not a suix;rficial one vjhich,
by the iniirovenent in tecruiique and the fu.rthc.v devclopncnt of
science, can in tiie future be eradicated, Tlic trouble is funda:..c.nt.-J.
^Sh

in irJicront in the very fret that ccn^citiori doec not rooide in tlie
irorlfl of plr/rAoc cind tliuc can never bo treated a^ c phycical quanti^oy,"
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P/4.5 Deperd'^no^ of '^"tal^ol:' c '"?
on oxygen concentration in rhodo-
spirillum rubrum.

